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Ralph Hamers
Slide 3 – Key messages
Yeah. Thank you, Martin, and everybody on the line, welcome. Thanks for joining us this morning. Hey, it's
a good quarter, you will see. We're fueling growth today, but also for tomorrow. Across the board, our
clients are benefiting from our trusted advice, quality execution, and our growing ecosystem. Our strategic
initiatives are working and our investments are paying off.
So, for the quarter, we delivered a $2.3 billion in net profit, the highest in almost 15 years, and our return on
CET1 capital was over 20%. So, we're making a good progress on our strategic refresh as well, and I will give
you an update on this shortly in this presentation.
Slide 4 – We are executing relentlessly for our clients
Turning to the next slide, just looking across, you see that the market and the economic backdrop were
broadly positive in the third quarter. Although there were some recent uncertainty towards the end of the
third quarter, equity markets are still near all-time highs. Vaccination rates are rising. Fiscal and monetary
policies remain supportive. But at the same time, we see fears of inflation, the spreading of COVID variants,
policy uncertainty in China, the US having – and also in the US raising concerns around economic growth.
We hear similar concerns from our clients, too, of course, as evidenced in our last – in our last sentiment
report. But whatever the environment, we'll continue to provide our clients with our valuable advice and
quality execution for them to weather through these uncertainties.
So if you look at this slide, you see the ongoing momentum with the clients. Our private wealth clients
continue to turn to us for these solutions and for the advice. At 5% annualized growth, we saw another
strong quarter of net new generating fees – net new fee generating assets – man, what a word: NNFGA –
adding to the scale of our global ecosystem for investing. Net new loans were positive at $3.3 billion driven
by the Americas. That was despite the volatility in Asia Pacific causing some deleveraging in the region.
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We're helping our clients navigate volatility and capturing opportunities. Transaction-based revenues with
private wealth clients were up 4% year-on-year against what was already a very strong performance last year.
We saw particular interest in alternative investments and structured products, as investors look for
investments with a positive real yield that are resilient in a higher inflationary world.
We saw $1.5 billion of inflows in Asset Management in the quarter with continued strong momentum in
alternatives, ETFs, SMAs as well. And from my first meetings with other CEOs, from my meetings with other
CEOs, you see that the optimism it's obvious there. We're seeing corporate clients looking at actively
pursuing M&A opportunities. And that is delivering some growth and fueling some growth as well. They
want to do it in order to fast forward the growth themselves, build scale themselves and preempt disruption,
as they see it in their markets.
At the same time, private equity firms are flushed with capital. That is still affordable and that all adds to the
M&A activity that we see. Funding markets are also favourable. We're helping firms take advantage of this
as well. And as a result, the advisory and the equity and debt underwriting all had their best quarter on
record. – the best third quarter on record, I should say.
Global Banking revenues were up 22% against last year. SPAC related fees were 43% year-over-year mainly
from deferred fees as mergers closed. In [edit: Global] Markets our strategic choices are paying off as well
with $1.4 billion in revenues. Equities has just had its best quarter on record as well – third quarter on record
as well.
We saw particular strength in Asia Pacific Cash Equities. And we're pleased with our performance in global
electronic FX both areas of focus for us. Prime brokerage balances reached an all-time high, helped by several
hedge fund launches in the year. And in Switzerland, we see a continuing trend among our clients in converting
cash savings into investments as well. Net new investment products were 700 million Swiss francs in the
quarter, 13% growth annualized, driving record recurring fees there as well.
Slide 5 – Delivering on the core elements of the ecosystem for investing
Now, continuing to build up – to build and deliver on our ecosystem for investing is fueling our growth as
shown on the next slide. And just to start with the private markets here, investors continue to turn to private
markets as a source for diversification, as you can well understand, but also for yields. We expect this to
continue even if markets were to turn a bit more volatile here. It's an asset class where our clients are
generally underweight and, therefore, an area where we can add value.
During the first nine months of the year, we've facilitated $26 billion of investments into the private markets
and the institutional investors as well. Our integrated SMA offering in the US saw another $5 billion of
inflows this quarter, demonstrating what we can achieve by working seamlessly together for our clients, and
yet another good example of our ecosystem at work here.
Sustainability is not only the right thing to do. It's become a major engine for us for growth.
But we also know that sustainability has many facets. That's why, last quarter, we further expanded our
sustainable investment offering. For example, our private wealth clients can now personalize their sustainable
investing mandates along six topics, depending on their preferences.
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We also became the exclusive distribution partner for Robeco's, a global SDG engagement equities fund, and
that's a fund that motivates companies to fulfill UN ESGs, and we target to raise $1.5 billion of investments
over the next six months for them.
Sustainability-focused and impact investments grew annualized by 63% year-to-date and reached 207 billion
dollars for us. Now, the success of My Way, as you can see here as well, continues as well. My Way is an
intuitive application that allows clients and advisors to jointly set up, monitor, and adjust mandates, the deal
flow continued also this quarter. Invested assets on the platform more than tripled year-to-date, tripled yearto-date to around $5.1 billion as you can see, adding to the strong growth we see in mandates globally.
And lastly, the third quarter again highlights the scalability of our platform. Year-to-date, we've more than
tripled our net new fee-generating assets per advisor. And this scalability is a significant contributor to the
strong operating leverage this year.
Slide 6 – Financial results overview
So the financial result overview shows you that our business momentum, our focus on fueling growth, our
focus on disciplined execution for our clients, delivering the full ecosystem to our clients, basically, you know,
the capabilities that we have ourselves, but also the capabilities that third parties provide through us, all of
this led to another strong quarter across all of our businesses, but also all of our regions, and that resulted in
a pre-tax profit of $2.9 billion.
You can see an overview of all of this here across the different dimensions. Operating income, for example,
was at $9.1 billion. That was up 2% from last year when we had a number of one-off gains. So in terms of
the underlying, this is much higher quality in terms of income than it was before.
Operating leverage strong again because the costs were actually down 1% year-over-year. And you see the
mix of how we've reported, as well as the how we've already kind of executed on some of the savings plans
coming through and more to come next year to also to support our investments. And all of this resulted into
a cost / income ratio below 69% the lowest in over a decade. Net profit up 9% to the highest level in over a
decade as well. Return on CET1 capital reached 20.8%. Tangible book value per share was up 4% sequentially
here as well. And as you can see, we continue to perform well above the financial targets that we have given
you. And while we do that, we continue to be focused on driving growth on the top and the bottom line.
Slide 7 – Purpose slide
Now, before I hand over to Kirt, because this is where I basically do that normally, I'd like to give you a bit of
an update as to where we are on our strategic refresh.
As I told you in the first earnings call, I would do a couple of things in my first year, which is: one, that's
concentrate on the business momentum; and the other one was to look at the strength of UBS. And there’s
many things that have impressed me – that I'm impressed with at UBS. So, when I took over as a CEO a year
ago, I was excited to build on this foundation and to make a strong organization even stronger. And I saw so
much potential beyond what we were delivering on. And it was all about unlocking the true potential of
UBS.
And as I said, the three priorities that I focused on the first year, the first one is to articulate that purpose that
was always there, but was always implicit and never explicit. And then we made that very explicit now:
Reimagining the power of investing. Connecting people for a better world. Which is really a driver for
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consistency across what we do. A driver and a support for dilemmas that we run into. Also, in terms of
making strategic choices even.
Second priority for me was, of course, safeguarding our people and clients, and supporting clients through
the pandemic, which I think, you know, hopefully we're completely through, but nobody knows. Introducing
a hybrid approach to working going forward as well.
And third, just make sure that, you know, our clients are really supported and navigated in these markets that
are not always as clear. And that's what we performed on and you've seen the results.
As to the strategic plans, I've also said that I would give you updates during the year when we felt that there
was an update to be given, but that we would give you a full strategic update towards the end of this financial
year. So we will give you a full strategic update on the 1st of February. And today, I will take you, I will show
you a bit on Switzerland, the Americas and technology.
Slide 8 – We are the #1 bank in Switzerland
So first things first, which is Switzerland. Switzerland is, of course, a very important business for us and it's
important that we continue to be the number one universal bank as we are. It's a highly integrated business.
It's serving around one third of the households here in Switzerland. It's serving over 90% of large corporates
in our home country. And there is – we enjoy a leading position in about every segment you can think.
The successful execution of our strategy has led to growth, made us more efficient in how we serve our
clients. And that helps us to offset some of the impact from the negative rates that we've seen here for
almost six years now.
So in addition to being stable and resilient, Switzerland is also our focused region in terms of profit with
$2.5 billion in profit before tax during the first nine months of the year, and that's 37% higher than the last
year, and that makes it a very good base to take the next leap forward.
Slide 9 – P&C – Strategic priorities
Which brings me to our key priorities for Personal & Corporate Banking on slide 9.
First, we aim to grow. And more than that, we aim to grow faster than the market. This means that we will
double-down on our commitment to be the number one universal bank in Switzerland. We make sure that
we're the undisputed number one universal bank in Switzerland, making sure that we become even better for
our clients in areas such as private pensions, sustainable finance, and mortgages. That's where we see
growth opportunities.
It will not come as a surprise that our digital capability will play an important role to make this happen as well,
and that's why you see that the second and the third priorities for Switzerland are both technologydependent and technology-focused.
And with digital at the core, we want to make sure that we remain the digital leader in Switzerland as well.
We're focusing on making all of our banking products, our basic banking products available digitally. That's a
– that's an absolute must. We will invest in that, making sure that all of our basic banking products become
digitally available and backed up with remote advice, to the extent needed.
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We are improving the experience for our clients through that as well, and we're doing that. And, of course,
we're not waiting for a launch of a strategy. We improve as we go and we have already some handsome
results there. And also make sure that we get some extra efficiency from this as well. And these efficiency
gains done, we can invest in growing above market as I said.
In order to be successful on all that, we have to further transform, and our transformation objective is about
our people. It's about our culture. We have to organize our teams around client needs. We have to become
faster. We have to become simpler and more relevant for our clients as well. And under this priority, our
Swiss business is leading the way with regards to the Agile@UBS setup. And we're rolling this out through
the rest of the organization.
We've also reduced up to two management layers in P&C in the Swiss business, in the P&C part of the Swiss
business already in order to become less hierarchical and make sure that people basically use the strength
they have in making things work for our clients and speed up decision-making.
With these initiatives, we target to grow our revenues with investments funded through our cost saves,
through the digital at the core. We will have cost saves and part of those saves we'll invest in those products
that I just indicated: growing faster in pension, sustainability and mortgages. And if we do that well, we will
really make a shift away from the cost to income ratio of around 60% to a cost to income ratio of around
55% by 2025. That's what the plan is supposed to do. And I'm confident in the team to deliver upon that.
So here, even with a leading position, we do think there is further improvement potential. We do think there
is further growth potential. And we want to maintain our number one position in our home market to be a
better bank for our customers.
Slide 10 – Americas – We have built a franchise that delivers substantial profit growth
Turning to another region of importance. As I said, you know, in March, in terms of geographic focus, there
is two areas that are of utmost importance for us because that's where the wealth pool is growing faster than
anywhere else, and that's also where the wealth pool is larger than anywhere else. And one of those regions
is the Americas.
It's important for us to be active in the Americas. It is an important part of our investment ecosystem. We
have a focused client-centric strategy, that plays to our strengths as a global bank here, that differentiates us
also from the other players in the marketplace. We've consistently invested in our business and our people
for the benefit of our clients. We anticipated trends. We anticipated changes here. And you see that that is
paying off.
We're well regarded by our clients for our thought leadership, for our solutions that help them achieve their
liquidity, their longevity, and legacy goals as well. And as a result, we're growing our ecosystem. Net new
fee-generating assets were up $12 billion [edit: for the third quarter of 2021]. Now, 7% annualized in the
first nine months of the year. Net new loans were equally impressive on an annualized 28% year-to-date just
in this region.
Our partnership with Banco do Brasil has added to our growth as well. Year to date, we executed 127 global
banking deals through this JV, which is developing into a valuable feeder through our ecosystem.
Profits in the region grew by 19% year-on-year to $2.1 billion. And prospects for the markets are also very
attractive. The US, as I said, is the largest wealth pool globally, and it's also expected to grow faster than any
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other mature market. But it's also a dynamic market. In the next 10 years, $70 trillion in assets are forecasted
to transfer to the next generation. So a lot to gain here if you are well-positioned to do it and to advise your
clients. And that is what we are and that is what we want to be with some additional actions.
Slide 11 – Americas – Strategic priorities
And that gets us to the strategic priorities in the Americas on slide 11. In order to capture these trends and
grow our franchise in the Americas, first of all, we still see ample opportunity in our core business, building on
the momentum that we currently have with our clients.
So, what we think we can do even better is to deliver and grow our ecosystem across all of our businesses,
the investment banking capabilities and the asset management capabilities to support our wealth clients.
And, to the extent that we don't have capabilities in-house, as I said, you know, our ecosystem is an open
ecosystem. We will look for capabilities that the third parties can help us in providing as well, in order to truly
deliver to our clients what they need and to give them – to generate the best client outcomes on this one.
And we have the scale for that, and we will build on that scale. We have the content for that and we have
the solutions for that. And, through that, we are confident that we can continue to drive growth in the
coming years.
In order to do that, we will also continue to enhance our platforms, from which our financial advisors work in
wealth management. And, as I said, that's a running program and that is progressing. But, in order to
support our financial advisors and our clients even more so, we have a second priority, and the second priority
is about being a more holistic bank for our clients. We're planning an upgrade to our banking capabilities to
deliver a full-service banking offering. As you know, many of our clients there are business owners, so the
offering will primarily cater for them in terms of lending and cash management as well. We have a very wellfunctioning bank there with high net promoter scores for our clients, and we think we can build on to the
experience that we have there and just give more services to our clients. And with that also be even more
relevant to our clients through the whole life cycle.
Of course these capabilities will be digitally-led. They will be based on cutting-edge technology. And as I said,
you know, they will be aligned with our client promise, which is that services need to be personalized, they
have to be relevant, on time and seamless.
Now, our third priority for the Americas and specifically for the US is the rollout of a digital-led service
proposition. And that's a scalable investment advice model for affluent clients. We are a trusted brand in the
US and we have premium content. And we see the opportunity to deliver our expertise and our content to a
much broader set of clients. And we will start with our Workplace Wealth clients and our platform there.
And we already service 2 million stock and retirement plan participants there.
We're planning a differentiating offering and combining a winning digital experience with trusted human
advice on a remote basis.
And, I think, that's another example of how we can actually go back to our DNA of content and knowledge,
on one side; of advice, on the other side. But delivering it in a digital and a scalable way to clients that we
already have, that already think UBS and have a business with UBS, but want to do more of their wealth
management with UBS. And that's an affluent proposition.
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So, we're looking at, you know, increasing the share of wallet with our clients and bringing the ecosystem to
our clients. We're looking at further improving the growth with our clients and the profitability with our clients,
delivering more banking products, and we actually think that we can grow in the market by addressing a further
client segment – the affluent client segment – by building a digitally-led but remote advice proposition to the
new clients in the market.
Slide 12 – Leveling up technology to drive digitalization and differentiation for our clients
All of that brings us to where we are on technology. And also here and also in the previous plans, I mean,
we're updating you on these plans, but it doesn't mean that we have not already kind of made steps in this
direction, and some of the results that you see today are really because of some of the steps that we've
made.
But specifically also on technology, the execution of our strategy to level up technology and to make
technology a differentiator, that's truly in full swing. There is no plan developed at this moment in time in
UBS, where technology is not taken into account from the first instance, which basically means, how do we
deal with our clients? How do we service our clients? It is that, it is there, where technology can make the
difference. It is there where technology can bring the personalization. It's there where technology can bring
the relevance of the content and making sure that when we have a proposition, it will be there on time. So,
that way of thinking is prominent now in every planned development and it's important as well.
But for that you need good technology itself. You need an engineering culture as well. And you need to
manage technology in a very frequent way. So, and that is what these five pillars try to tell you.
So, if you want to be successful in technology and you want to deliver technology, you have to work agile
front to back. So, we have launched Agile@UBS and are in the process currently of transitioning some 9,000
colleagues into this cross-functional setup. At this moment, 3,000 of them are already working in agile ways
today, and we are piloting that in different areas as we speak. On the experience on the back of these pilots,
we will then use to roll it out even further. And in the end, we do expect that towards the end of next year,
some 25,000 people will actually work in Agile@UBS.
In order to support that – because if you work agile, you deliver incremental improvements in technology in
two weeks sprint, as you know. But you can't do that on the back of annual plan as you do quarterly
planning. So, we've made our planning cycle shorter already. We have made it faster. We've made them
more frequent. So, we have started to our quarterly business reviews, looking three months back as to where
some of these projects have delivered, where some of these projects are going the next six months, what we
need to change, what we need to optimize, what we need to prioritize. But always with the strategy in mind,
not tactically. Strategy in mind. So zoom out: strategy; zoom in: three months back, six months forward.
That's the way we run it.
But there is more that we can do here, and that is all around data and analytics. We feel they are critical to
meeting our client promise in these days. And that's why and maybe you’ve picked up on it or not, but
recently we've implemented a central hub to drive the AI, Data & Analytics approach and strategy in the
group. In the same vein, we rolled out a new AI-based recommendation engine for client advisors in
Switzerland already.
And lastly, and on this chapter is, you know, to make our technology estate even more flexible and less
expensive to maintain, we're migrating away from legacy technology, and we've already decommissioned
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hundreds of applications. We're moving a thousand applications to the cloud just this year. And as you can
see, we're putting the foundations in place to turn technology into a differentiator here at UBS as well.
Slide 13 – Executing our strategy to deliver attractive returns and improve efficiency
Now, where does it – where are we on our journey here? I think I'm proud to see what's happening here at
UBS. The momentum that we have been able to build over the last couple of quarters, at the same time
defining our future without, you know, taking our eyes off the ball. Here you see some of these results.
Clients are rewarding us for what we do for them and that's why we get their business. But that business
also delivers attractive returns to our shareholders, and you see that on the slide – our financial performance
this year shown to you in a more historical context. The last nine months we had the highest operating
income in over a decade, the highest pre and post-tax profit in over a decade, the lowest cost income ratio in
over a decade. And a nearly 20% return of CET1 capital.
I think this is exactly where I have to hand over to Kirt.
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Kirt Gardner
Slide 14 – 3Q21 net profit USD 2.3bn; 20.8% RoCET1
Thank you, Ralph. Good morning everyone.
At $2.3 billion, we delivered the highest net quarterly profit since 2007. This translates into a 20.8% return on
CET1 capital, and a 17.2% return on tangible equity. It drove $2.8 billion of CET1 capital generation.
PBT of $2.9 billion was up 11%, driven by 2 percentage points of operating leverage. The cost-to-income ratio
improved 2 percentage points, to 68.7%.
As a reminder, our third quarter last year included a $631 million gain from the partial sale of Fondcenter.
Excluding this gain, all business divisions and regions contributed to PBT growth and efficiency improvements.
Our 3Q results included net credit loss releases of $14 million, of which $11 million in Stage 1 and 2. While
some macro factors have improved slightly, we once again decided to apply a management overlay given
continued macroeconomic uncertainty. As of September, the total overlay was $219 million, a $36 million
increase from 2Q.
Year to date, we generated $6.1 billion in CET1 capital, including about $500 million from the amortization of
deferred tax assets in the US. Given the ongoing tax discussions in Washington, we wanted to update our
sensitivity guidance in relation to our tax loss DTAs. Assuming no other changes, we would expect that the
value of our US DTAs would increase by approximately $300 million for each percentage point increase in the
US federal corporate income tax rate. This would be effective in the quarter in which the tax law is enacted.
Slide 15 – Executing our cost strategy
Turning to expenses. Year-to-date, while growing operating income, we were able to maintain operating
expenses – excluding variable and FA compensation, currency effects, restructuring and litigation – broadly
stable. This helped us deliver a nine-month cost-to-income ratio of 71.4%, our lowest since 2006.
As a reminder, for the fourth quarter, we expect an increase in costs due to seasonal effects, as we have seen
in prior years.
Slide 16 – Global Wealth Management
Moving to our businesses. GWM PBT was up 43% to $1.5 billion, its best pre-tax profit on record. All regions
contributed with double-digit profit growth, another record quarter in the Americas and the highest 3Q profit
in APAC.
Operating income growth outpaced expenses by 9 percentage points with improvements across all revenue
lines, and a gain of $100 million from the sale of our domestic business in Austria, driving the cost-to-income
ratio down 6 percentage points to below 70%.
This was our ninth consecutive quarter with year-on-year positive operating leverage and our cost-to-income
ratio in the Americas fell below 80% for the first time.
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Net new lending was $3 billion, mainly on continued strong momentum in the Americas. This was partly offset
by some deleveraging in APAC, as client sentiment became more cautious following recent policy developments
in China. Year-to-date, GWM generated net new loans of $ 21 billion, or 13% annualized growth, almost
entirely from Lombard and mortgages.
Our net new fee-generating assets were $19 billion, an annualized growth rate of 5%. Our annualized net
new fee-generating asset growth rate for the first nine months of this year is 8%.
Slide 17 – Global Wealth Management
Moving to income. Recurring fees grew 23% to a new high, driven by market performance and continued
strong net new fee-generating assets.
Net interest income was up 8% sequentially on higher deposit volumes and fees, along with continued increases
in our lending NII. For the fourth quarter, absent any interest rate headwinds, we expect NII to remain broadly
flat compared with the third quarter.
Transaction-based income rose 4%, driven by higher client engagement in alternatives, life insurance and
structured products. While client sentiment remained more muted in APAC due to uncertainties around China,
our continued focus on book transformation and positive flows over the past quarters allowed the region to
deliver its best 3Q PBT on record as I just mentioned.
Slide 18 – Global Wealth Management
Our interactions with clients and our world-class investment solutions, together with a constructive market
backdrop, drove net investments of $98 billion in FGA products over the last four quarters.
Net new fee-generating asset growth was above 6% in all regions, with 15% growth in Asia as we are seeing
increasing interest by clients to diversify globally and move into endowment-style investing, private equity and
private credit, as well as hedge funds.
Slide 19 – Personal & Corporate Banking (CHF)
We saw very strong momentum in P&C, driving our PBT up by 44% to 439 million Swiss francs.
Operating income increased 18%, with recurring, net interest and transaction income all up year-on-year.
Credit loss releases in the quarter were CHF 6 million, a CHF 91 million year-on-year improvement. Cost-toincome ratio in the quarter was 57%.
Transaction-based income increased 7% on higher revenues from credit card and foreign exchange
transactions, reflecting an increase in travel and leisure spending by clients as pandemic restrictions continued
to ease.
Recurring net fee income was up 18% to an all-time high, primarily on higher custody, mandate and fund fees.
Continued momentum in recurring fees was helped by CHF 700 million of net new investment product inflows,
as we engaged with clients to provide alternatives to cash deposits. Year-to-date, net new investment product
flows were CHF 2.4 billion.
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Net interest income increased by 5% year-on-year as a result of various deposit optimization measures, which
led to lower liquidity and funding costs, and was further helped by CHF 2.1 billion of net new loans in Personal
Banking year-to-date.
Slide 20 – Asset Management
For Asset Management, I will reference year-on-year comparisons excluding the $571 million dollar gain on sale
in 3Q20.
PBT was up 27%, the tenth consecutive quarter of year-on-year PBT growth.
Operating leverage was positive 11%, driving the cost-to-income ratio down 7 percentage points to 64%.
Excluding a $28 million loss related to an associate, net management fees were up 16%, on market
performance and nearly $150 million net-new run-rate fees over the last twelve months. Performance fees
decreased to a more normalized level of $33 million. For the next quarter, we would not expect performance
fees to repeat the exceptional result we saw in 4Q last year.
After six quarters of exceptional net new money growth, where we averaged $20 billion excluding money
markets, net inflows were muted in 3Q at $1 billion.
Slide 21 – Investment Bank
The IB delivered its best PBT since 1Q13, up 32% year-on-year to $837 million. The return on attributed equity
was 26%.
Since the beginning of 2020, our Investment Bank has been delivering outstanding results supported by
constructive markets and while remaining disciplined in deploying balance sheet. Revenues have been above
2 billion every single quarter, with average return on attributed equity of 20%. We delivered this performance
while absorbing regulatory RWA increases, and remaining within our “up to one-third” of Group RWA and LRD.
This quarter, Global Banking revenues were up 22%, with the highest Advisory, ECM and DCM 3Q revenues
since 2013.
Advisory was up 78%, benefitting from a higher number of sizeable M&A deals. Equity Capital Markets
increased by 32% driven by higher levels of ECM issuance led by IPOs. Debt Capital Markets rose 7%, on
higher levels of leveraged loan and bond issuance.
Excluding a $215 million gain from the sale of intellectual property rights associated with an index family in
3Q20, Global Markets revenue increased by 5%, driven by Equity Derivatives, Cash Equities and Prime
Brokerage. These were partly offset by lower income from rates, foreign exchange and credit products against
a strong year-on-year comparative.
Excluding $229 million accelerated expenses from the modification of certain outstanding deferred
compensation awards in 3Q20, operating expenses were up 3%, mainly on currency effects. The cost-toincome ratio was 67%.
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Slide 22 – Capital and leverage ratios
During the quarter, we generated $2.8 billion in CET1 capital and increased our CET1 ratio to 14.9% and our
CET1 leverage ratio to 4.31%.
RWA increased by $9 billion sequentially, mostly driven by regulatory add-ons, which we detail on page 42 of
our third quarter report.
As guided, we completed $600 million of buybacks in 3Q, increasing our year-to-date repurchases to $2 billion.
In the fourth quarter, we expect to repurchase up to $600 million.
With that, we can open up for questions.
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Analyst Q&A (CEO and CFO)
Flora Bocahut, Jefferies
Yes. Good morning. I have a two questions, please. The first one is regarding the NII sensitivity. I see in
your report that you mentioned the interest rate sensitivity is 1.6 billion dollars of additional NII for a 100 basis
point parallel move up in the yield curve. Can you maybe quantify how much of that would be specifically
US-driven? And also what would be the time frame for that $1.6 billion, whether it's over 12 months or
longer? So basically, any comment you can make to help us to understand the drivers on the NII sensitivity
would be helpful.
The second question is on the level of profitability, which is obviously very much above your target and has
been for a few quarters now. And you know, the return on common equity Tier 1 was 17% last year. It's
almost 20% in the first nine months. This is on the level of capital that has piled up. Part of this performance
is cyclical, but when you look at the driver of this higher profitability, I just wanted to ask you which ones do
you think are sustainable and said to continue? Thank you.
Kirt Gardner
Yeah. Thank you, Flora. Just in terms of the net interest income generation. First of all, the $1.6 billion is for
a 12-month period. Clearly, just given the concentration of our deposits in US dollars overall, there would be
a fair portion of that in the US, but we don't provide details exactly on which market and which currencies
that would show up in.
In terms of our level of profitability overall, I think clearly, as you look at the overall shape of our operating
income and our performance, we are very levered in equity markets. And, to the extent that the equity
markets actually hold up, that's very constructive for our profit levels. And, to the extent that we see good
volatility in equity markets, it's very helpful to our [edit: Global] Markets revenue and in our transaction
revenues.
Now, that clearly going forward, we can't control market factors. What we can control is the overall flow
levels that we generate in the business and also the broader activity around the ecosystem that we continue
to look to build out. And there, we're confident that we're going to continue to see very good flows going
forward, and we're also going to continue to see enhancements across our ecosystem-related investments
that will generate collaborative and other revenues and help scale the business.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. Maybe – and so, on that one, clearly, it's a mix of capital discipline. So, you know, it's the capital-light
model that we will continue to work on, and it's the scalability and the cost discipline on the other side.
Income is one that is, clearly, you know, through client advice and market support, etc., will always be
partially ours and partially not ours. What we can control is capital discipline and cost and scale discipline.
Flora Bocahut, Jefferies
Thank you.
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Nicolas Payen, Kepler Cheuvreux
Yes. Good morning. I have two questions, please. The first one is on technology, where you speak about
transitioning to agile with more than – with a target – you target 9,000 people transitioning to agile. So, I
wanted to know what does it mean for UBS in terms of operational performance and perhaps even in terms
of financial performance?
And the second question is on costs. Your target is should be between 75% and 78%, and you achieved
69% cost to income ratio on this quarter. So, I wanted to know what kind of performance do you think is
sustainable going forward? Thank you.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. Thank you, Nicolas. So, on the first one on the Agile@UBS. So, what we're introducing here is frontto-back agile. So, this is not agile on the technology side and then you have a completely different rhythm in
the rest of the organization. No, this is front-to-back agile, which basically means that people who know the
customer interface, the people who know the products or processes, and people who are actually into
engineering, you basically put them into multidisciplinary teams and you run them into two-week sprints
towards an outcome. And if the outcome is satisfactory, you go for another sprint and if not, you either kind
of fix it or understand the moment you may even stop the project, right?
So, that's one. In order to make this work, you take out layers in order to be less hierarchical and make sure
that people who are there, that they actually become also contributors rather than just hierarchical managers.
So, that's a big change there. And with that, what you're trying to improve and what I – what my experience
is that you improve – is time-to-market, fail fast, and much higher productivity for the same IT investment that
you do.
So, you'll see that in the plans that we have, we more or less work with the same technology budget. But we
feel we can get much more out of this technology budget in terms of outcome, by working agile and by
improving the engineering culture and the quality furthermore of the engineers as well. So the productivity
gains and the time to market, that will all lead either to doing either more for the same buck or for a better
commercial success, and that's what you will see.
And that gets me to your second question which is your cost income question. We're very happy that we
have kind of broken through the 70% ceiling here and – or floor I guess it is – from where we come. And so
we're happy that we have accomplished that this quarter. To the extent, we feel there was a moment to
update the financial KPIs around where we think we can run UBS structurally, we will come back with new
targets on February the 1st when we update the market around new targets.
Nicolas Payen, Kepler Cheuvreux
Thank you very much.

Kian Abouhossein, JPMorgan
Yeah. Thanks for taking my questions. First question is regarding Asia. And if you can talk a bit more about
the lending, net loan reduction and net fee-generating asset reduction. And also what you're seeing going
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forward, should we think about a lower net new number in terms of growth, considering the situation in
China? And what is the outlook for 2022 sort of, say around net new money in that region?
The second question is regarding your valuation, really. If I look at your valuation against Morgan Stanley,
which has a similar mix, clearly more US-focused, you trade at a 30% discount and, at times, even a 40%
discount, and I'm just trying to understand how you think about your valuation against some of the peers
which have a similar mix? How do you explain, in your own view, that material discount?
Ralph Hamers
And so, Kian, the second question is a very difficult one to answer, right? So, this is the market, and maybe
you should actually answer that question for us. The only thing – what we can do is – and what you will –
what you have heard today and what you will hear more of in three months' time is that we know what the
power of UBS is, and we know how to orchestrate the ecosystem of capabilities that we have in-house or that
we can orchestrate with the third-party providers in order to service our clients best.
That's what we do. That's what we work on, on a daily basis. And we feel that that potential of UBS,
working across the more divisional structures, if you will, but being much more client-focused, that that is
what can bring out the best of UBS and the potential of UBS. And you will see many of our plans geared
towards that, and that is how I am confident that our valuation will further improve.
Any comparison to any peer who has a completely different constellation of income and strongholds and
home markets is a difficult one to make. We do what we think is best to bring the best of UBS to our clients.
And, with that, we do think there is quite some potential here. So, that's my point here.
Then on Asia, so clearly on the back of some of the – a bit of more of the uncertainty towards the end of the
quarter. We already saw that coming and we have asked some clients to deleverage. And with deleveraging
also comes the sale of assets, clearly, and the repayment of facilities. And that's what you see coming
through on NNL and NNFGA. We actually believe that, maybe there is just some uncertainty to come and
that may impact maybe a bit. But I think the way we look at Asia is much more strategic. We've been there
for the last 60 years. We know that the wealth pool is large, that it will grow faster than anywhere else. And
therefore, we are committed to the region. We will invest in the region. We have – we are investing in the
region. We are hiring in the region and therefore we think that that will bring the numbers back up.
Maybe Kirt, if you have anything to add?
Kirt Gardner
No, I think you captured it. I would just note that we've seen a number of other cycles and I would just
highlight the fact that I think Asia always recovers faster than expectations. And so, I think we'll continue to
see that going forward.
Kian Abouhossein, JPMorgan
Thank you.
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Andrew Coombs, Citi
Thank you. Perhaps one follow-up on Asia first. In your commentary on the Investment Bank, you actually
called out APAC Cash Equities as being one of the strong points. And yet in the private banking
commentary, you talked about more muted client sentiment in Asia Pacific. So I just wanted to check if
you're seeing similar trends and the transaction activity in Asia between the institutional client base and the
private banking client base, if they are beginning to diverge, or whether your commentary around more
muted client sentiment was more to do with the deleveraging point rather than transaction activity. So that
would be my first question.
The second question just on the Wealth Management Americas business. Essentially, you obviously chose to
pull out a few slides specifically on that business. And when you last gave an Investor Day, I was always
intrigued that with Asia, with LatAm, with Europe and Switzerland, there were PBT growth targets for those
regions, whereas for the US, it was more about improving the PBT margin. So the aim was getting margin up
to 25%. Is that still the case for the US business? Is it much more about enhancing the margin rather than
an absolute profit growth target?
Kirt Gardner
Yeah. Just in terms of your first question, you're right in characterizing the fact that during the quarter
actually with some of the volatility we saw quite a bit of institutional-driven cash equities activity, and we're
particularly strong, we're particularly well-positioned to capture the inflows and the outflows kind of the
cross-border, sort of the north-bound and within China and across China. And, in fact, a lot of those
volumes came out of our US institutional clients that were looking to trade around some of the volatility
during the quarter.
Conversely, the uncertainty regarding, and in reaction to, some of the policy changes, were much – was
much more concentrated in our wealth management client base, and that did show up in some deleveraging,
a part of which we initiated, as well as as a consequence of that deleveraging, some outflows.
In terms of Wealth Management Americas, overall, we're targeting a growth, that's the primary focus, and
you see that in the investments and the initiatives that Ralph referenced. And we believe that, being the
largest wealth management market in the world and given our position globally and also our emphasis and
our investments in our ecosystem, we do think that there is additional scale opportunity for us, and we talked
about that with some of our investments.
And, if you look at what we've done traditionally, we've always been targeting to continue to grow our
business in the US. And, if you just reflect on where we are and where we were in 2017, really, where we
had a run rate in our wealth management business of about $1 billion a year, we now have doubled that. If
you look at our quarterly profit for the third quarter, we're up over 43%, and we're well above $500 million.
So, we're now on a run rate of over a [edit: $2] billion.
And so, we're seeing a growth in scale in our wealth management business, and we're also seeing a growth
in scale in our asset management business. And, partly, the contribution and the ecosystem, in fact, for
example, with the SMA initiative that we launched later last year, along with some of the collaboration
revenue that we're seeing in the IB, all gives us good confidence that we're going to continue to see good
growth momentum there and, at the same time, a continued improvement in margin.
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Jeremy Sigee, Exane BNP Paribas
Good morning. Thank you. One more follow-up on Asia, please. You've talked a bit already about the net
new fee-generating asset outflow and the loan reduction, which were relatively, two or three billion kind of
size. But there's a much bigger reduction in the total invested assets that came down by about $37 billion.
So, I just wondered if you could talk about what those assets were that left the bank and what the drivers of
that were. That's my first question.
The second question still on wealth management. The outlook comments warn about seasonality and
slowdown and the abnormal activity levels in 3Q. And I just wondered whether you have in mind just the
transaction revenue line or whether that also may affect the fee, the recurring fee line as you look about the
change from 3Q to 4Q. Thank you.
Kirt Gardner
Yeah. In terms of Asia, the other, of course, impact on our overall invested assets was market performance.
You did see market performance in the Asian index move down during the third quarter. In terms of the
question on Asset Management. You know, I guess I didn't completely understand it, but just firstly, note
that if you look at the last 12 months, we've had over $70 billion of inflows. And I highlighted in my speech
the fact that we're seeing continued very good net new run rate momentum. So, we feel very comfortable
that the trajectory of our management fees is going to be positive going forward as a consequence of that.
In terms of performance fees, and also I highlighted in my speech the fact that performance fees of
$33 million are actually at a more normalized level. What we saw last year in the third quarter and
particularly in the fourth quarter as we saw outsized performance fee levels, and that was predominantly
generated out of our O'Connor, our hedge fund business. And I mentioned that we expect to see more
normal performance fee levels in the fourth quarter.
Ralph Hamers
And maybe to add, Jeremy, on the Asset Management side. This is a bit of a chunky business, right? If you
lose a client, you may just lose a couple of billion already there on the institutional side. And – but you see
strong momentum in the wealth management channels and the wholesale channels. You see strong
momentum in S&I – sustainability and impact – the Concord initiative in the US, strong momentum as well
around Alternatives. So there is quite a lot of inflow momentum in the asset management business.
Jeremy Sigee, Exane BNP Paribas
Thank you.

Magdalena Stoklosa, Morgan Stanley
Thanks. Thanks very much. I've got two. So my first one is about the Americas because, one, you've given
us a very good steering where you're going strategically. So, you know, with the with the strategy of growth,
how do you think your channels for inflows will evolve particularly in the US market? Because, of course, the
business model is very dependent on financial advisors. But how do you see it going forward? You have
mentioned workplace channels that you're developing. You’ve of course also mentioned the affluentPage 17 of 31

oriented mobile channels. And, of course, the SMAs via Asset Management. So when you take it all into
account, how do you see that future growth channel mix evolve from here? So that's question number one.
And number two really is on the capital because, of course, you've got a very, very strong CET1. That 14.9%
implies a very significant excess. And so, how do you think about kind of the moving parts here into next
year? You know, how do you think about your capital allocation between, of course, organic growth, but
also the level of pay-out? Thank you.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. Thank you, Magda. And so, specifically, on the US, you can see that the financial advisor channel is a
very important channel to us, right? And, I mean, that's – we grew up with that channel. That is our
channel. That's our franchise. And you will see that – and you see it in the first two initiatives and priorities
that we have for the US business are truly to support that channel, to support our financial advisors, to be
more effective with our clients, to support them in getting the right advice and the right product in front of
them, to support them across the life cycle, be it early on if they want to sell their business, involve with the
banking services. And so, the first element of the improvement that we can see is how to bring more of the
ecosystem, asset management, investment banking products, to support the financial advisors. How do you
make sure that the platform from which they work is state-of-the-art so that they basically can focus on client
advice and do what they're really good at and what they're motivated to do? So, that's a truly important
channel for us.
And then, even in the second priority, around, you know, building the banking services, like the main banking
services, we are supporting the financial advisors already through mortgages from our bank, and they do a
really good job there. They introduce mortgages, which is important for them to build their client relationship
on as well in order to do their own wealth advice. We want to broaden the banking products to support
them in their dialogue with our clients also on the entrepreneur side and the cash management side. So,
even more so to support them in that end and build a continuous dialogue and a strong relationship with our
clients there.
And then the third one is one which is already a different channel, right. As you said, there's a channel
through which we do retirement management and as well as stock management, equity plan management,
which is more geared towards more affluent population, where we – and we have already have 2 million
clients there. And we feel that if you develop a digital proposition to manage their wealth beyond what they
already do with us or after they basically cash for example some of these stock plans with their company –
that we can actually support them to continue to invest wisely through such a digital offering with remote
advice. And clearly, if there is an opportunity there that there is also clients outside of our current clients
through the workplace services that are attracted to this opportunity, and we will also look at that. But it is
much more an affluent proposition than the financial advisers are after. So, there's no real conflict there. It's
really a different segment of the market.
Kirt Gardner
Maybe Magdalena, just in terms of your question on capital. Certainly, we have the luxury of actually sitting
on top of a significant buffer versus our overall 13% guidance, which holds. And so, our intent still is to
return any excess over 13%. Now, on the one hand that does give us strategic flexibility, but clearly it also
gives us some good potential to return quite a bit of additional capital to our shareholders. Also, we continue
to have the guidance that we are going to balance those returns in favour of buybacks. Now, we'll have an
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update overall on our capital return policy in February, but I think you can expect us to continue to have a
very important emphasis overall on share repurchases as we get into next year.
Magdalena Stoklosa, Morgan Stanley
Great. Thank-you very much.

Stefan Stalmann, Autonomous
Yes. Good afternoon. Thanks for taking my questions. I would like to start with Broadridge. You have not
mentioned this project on your Americas slide. And if I remembered well, this was now the crucial period of
this project going live. Could you maybe provide an update on how this is going and also flag any particular
cost increases that may or may not happen during this implementation and transition period?
And the second question, a relatively broad question on greenwashing. That's, I guess, an evolving discussion
point in the fund management industry. And I was curious if there's any concern for you, first in your own
production and asset management, but also in wealth management given that you're probably selling a fair
bit of third-party funds with, you know, ESG credentials to your clients. Thank you very much.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. Thank you, Stefan. On your first question, I actually think that I did mention it in building on scale,
which is, basically, I referred to the platform through which we support our financial advisors, which is
basically the – it's what we call WMAP, which is basically developed in collaboration with Broadridge, and
that is continuing. It's a project that has had its challenges. As you may know, in the past, we have replanned that project. We are releasing in batches. And, at this moment, there's FAs working with it. And,
with their feedback, we further improve things. So, that will be released over time in separate releases.
But that is certainly a project that we are committed to finishing what needs to be finished as well for two
reasons. First, we need this platform to support our financial advisors to do their work efficiently and improve
their productivity as well. But there is another side to this as well. We feel that this could be or this will be an
industry standard for many other parties to work from as well as a core platform for financial advisors. And,
therefore, it could be also licensed to other parties to use, which will then further decrease the cost to us. So,
it's very much a – on the one side, a productivity play and, on the other side, a scale play with third-parties
bolting on to that as well.
On greenwashing, are you…?
Kirt Gardner
Yeah. I think, of course, as you noted there's an awful lot of focus in general on sustainability. And,
obviously, with that comes greater scrutiny and we certainly have seen that. We haven't seen the last of that.
We would note that we feel comfortable with what we report related to ESG and sustainability. I think
you've seen in the slide presentation our sustainability-focused assets overall, which sit across our three
businesses, so Asset Management, Wealth Management as well as P&C. We also reported this in our
sustainability annual report and we're very, very comfortable with the data that sits behind this.
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I think one of the challenges and complexities that we all have in the banking industry is the fact that we
don't have defined standards. And with a lack of defined standards, you could always point out something
that's reported that might be inconsistent with some other standard that exists in another jurisdiction. So,
clearly, we're very hopeful that we start to get some convergence around standards and what is expected of
the banking industry. Our objective overall as a leader in sustainability is to continue to reflect our best
practices and all the reporting that we provide to the market, and that is something that we're very focused
on ensuring.
Stefan Stalmann, Autonomous
Great. Thank you very much for that.

Adam Terelak, Mediobanca
Morning. Thank you for the questions. I've got two. One on GWM flows and the other on capital into next
year. On the flows, obviously, you got your fee-generating assets still very strong. I just want to get a bit
more colour of kind of the structure of those flows behind the scenes. Are these into advisory and
discretionary mandates? Or is it third-party funds? And how that looks in terms of the margin on the
business coming in. Because clearly the fee margin being reported each quarter on fee-generating assets has
been very, very stable. So, just some commentary on that and the outlook would be great.
And then secondly on capital, in terms of pay-out for next year, I think an important input this year has clearly
been your regulatory inflation. Your numbers this quarter and next have kind of gone up a little bit on that
front. Could you just give us some colour for 2022 in terms of any regulatory inflation to come through?
And then on the prime $2 billion you're highlighting in the report, what's the basis for that? Has that to do
with the losses incurred on Archegos? Has that to do with more technical detail on the exposure? Just how
that's been calculated in terms of add-on with FINMA would be great. Thank you.
Kirt Gardner
So, thank you, Adam. Just in terms of the overall flows and mix that go into net fee generating assets, I
think, as you know, we've defined that principally as mandates. So, the bulk of the total net positive flows
are comprised of mandates. And they're really a full range of mandates that go from fully discretionary
managed to actually an overall under contract mandate product where our more professional clients actually
have full discretion and are comprised – the overall mix of revenue is much more oriented towards transaction
revenue.
And in terms of margin, we're not necessarily just focused on margin. We're focused much more on overall
revenue and operating income growth. And just we're very comfortable that this is a good measure that
references quality of flows. And also, we are seeing, of course we're driving overall top-line revenue. And
you see that in terms of the 23% net recurring fee income growth versus our overall invested assets only
growing 16%. In addition to mandates, there is some mix of funds. But that's a smaller proportion of the
total inflows and mandate. And also alternatives are included as well within that overall metric.
In terms of your capital question, I think you've seen we highlighted the fact that we did see an increase due
to some regulatory add-ons. And that's not a new theme. I think it's an unfortunate part of banking that we
do get regulatory add-ons. We mentioned the fact that we expect another $2 billion related to prime
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brokerage, combined with the around $1.5 five billion [edit: 1.2 billion in 3Q21]. And as I mentioned, you do
see that detail on Page 42 of our report. I think you can consider that of model and technical nature. It's not
due at all to any losses or any other factors related to our prime brokerage business. And I think you heard
me note that prime brokerage was an important contributor to our year-on-year performance overall in our
Investment Bank.
We haven't provided yet an update on what we expect in terms of regulatory add-ons, and that is something
that we would intend to highlight during our February update. But needless to add, I think with the
substantial surpluses that you see we have in capital, we're still very, very comfortable with the flexibility we
have in our ability to continue to return capital very, very attractively to our shareholders.
Adam Terelak, Mediobanca
Okay. Is it fair to say the market risk update was one of the bigger items to come through then?
Kirt Gardner
That's right. The market risk update was another one and it – and that was a larger one. It's a part of the
discussions that we've been having with them since 2019 and that's been fully absorbed.
Adam Terelak, Mediobanca
Right. Thank you.

Andrew Lim, Société Générale
Hi. Good morning. Thanks for taking my questions. So, the first one is on Personal & Corporate Banking.
You know, it's often seen as a sleepy division with very little growth. But, you know, for the past two
quarters now, you've had some good growth here and across the three main revenue lines. And you've
talked about deposit optimization as one strategy, but I'm just wondering if you're seeing something broader
driving the growth there in the transaction-based income, NII, and the recurring fee income, that we should
be taking note of going forward?
And then, secondly, you talked a lot about your digital strategy, including developing a full-scale digital bank
in the US. And I was wondering how crypto sits within that, whether you're merely just going to offer ETF
products to your customers or whether you're thinking about offering trading, custody, or even lending based
on crypto, or whether it's something that you feel is valueless within the grand scheme of things? Thank you.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah, let's start with the second question as to crypto. I still feel that the market, not many players
understand the true value of crypto, what determines the value of crypto, what are the uses of crypto and,
therefore, I think it is – it is not something that one can regard as an investment, but it's much more – it's
more about a speculation. We don't advise on speculation. That's what it is, and that's why we don't go
there. And so, if clients want to do it, they can do it, but it's not going to come – it's not something that we
will actively offer ourselves.
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So on your P&C business, you know, you've seen that the P&C business is indeed making a good come back
here on all dimensions of income. It's got to do with, you know, the normal economic activity that you see
coming up again. You see in the first quarter of the year, you saw companies still repaying under their COVID
facilities and now they're drawing down on their new facilities in order to support the growth they see. They
need working capital. They're investing. You see more activities there. Then, you see the mortgage market
continuing to develop interestingly as well and, therefore, you see the net new loans also there increasing as
well. So that's what impacts NII from a growth perspective.
Then, you know that that we introduced the deposit pricing scheme, where we have engaged with customers
with deposits over 250,000 francs as to charging them on their deposits. And we have gone through this on
a client-by-client basis as to how we better price either for deposits or for alternatives. Therefore, you've seen
the NII also improving from that perspective.
Then, with the opening up of the economies, you see more spending, you see more international spending,
therefore, you see our credit card revenues going up as well. So it's really the – it's almost – I think it's a
picture you can expect from all domestic banks in the world. New economies opening up. Businesses
investing, businesses growing, needing working capital. Mortgage markets being interesting not only
because the lower rates but also because clients dare to move again. Then you see much more spending.
And therefore you see much more transactional income. You see much more credit card income, etc., etc.,
etc.
So, clearly we were ready to benefit from that. So, our team did a really good job being ready for all of this
to happen. At the same time, we have to make sure that we do an even better job at servicing our clients
digitally. And that's why we are making the plans and implementing the plans, as I said.
Andrew Lim, Société Générale
That's great. Thank you very much.

Benjamin Goy, Deutsche Bank
Yes. Hi. Good morning. Two questions, please. One on capital and the second one GWM lending. First, a
follow-up there. For your new capital targets, or how do you think about Basel IV or finalization of Basel III
inflation going forward? Should that change the 13% – or target – or that everything in excess is so to say
up for payout? And also, how do you think about a potential M&A buffer in your capital ratio? Some banks
and financial institutions have this incorporated, in particular considering those supposedly looking at some
asset management transactions.
And then secondly, you mentioned the GWM loan growth was in particular driven by mortgages and
Lombard loan. So, I was wondering whether we should expect to let's say a bit more capital-light loan
growth going forward in that division or an increasing focus also on structured lending going forward?
Thank you.
Kirt Gardner
Yeah. So in terms of capital, just to reintegrate again, our intention is to return all excess capital above 13%.
And naturally, we welcome the strategic flexibility.
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In terms of your point, would we ever retain a capital buffer for acquisitions? It's nothing we certainly would
believe in. We wouldn't want to retain capital that is actually not being put to work on behalf of our
shareholders or being provided to our shareholders to – for them to put their capital to work.
We would also note that we have built-in flexibility because of all the capital that we generate each quarter. I
mean, you saw that we generated $6 billion year-to-date. In the quarter itself, we generated $2.8 billion. So
that alone gives us flexibility. If we see some strategic opportunity, we know that we're likely to generate
pretty significant capital to be able to help us address that opportunity.
Now, in terms of GWM and our lending focus, you are correct. The majority of the loans that you've seen
year-to-date, I guess, $231 billion is our total lending portfolio in GWM as of the end of the quarter.
$147 billion of that, or almost 65%, is Lombard. And then another 30% is mortgages. And that's indeed
where we've been seeing the preponderance of growth. Now at the moment, only about 5% of our total
lending is what we would consider to be structured. So more single stock financing, subscriptions of that
nature.
Now our intention going forward is that you would expect that we're going to continue to generate very
good flows across Lombard and mortgage, but we will continue to look on growing our structured lending.
We do see client opportunities particularly within our entrepreneurs, where there is a demand for that type of
lending and that is a part of the market that we want to continue to address.
And also, you heard Ralph talk about launching the broader banking platform in the US. That's also going to
create other sources of lending flows in other areas related to bank lending. And so, that's another lending
or loan growth opportunity for us going forward.
Benjamin Goy, Deutsche Bank
Very clear. Thank you.

Anke Reingen, RBC
Yeah. Thank you very much for taking my question. The first one is just on costs. You made a comment
that you said it has already helped your – helped – the performance year-to-date is already helped by your
cost program. But I just want to confirm as well as that, there is a small benefit out of the $1 billion target
you previously mentioned. And I just wonder, if there is any update on potential restructuring charges Q4, I
guess, not -- or early next year?
And then, secondly, you talk a lot about working across the divisions within UBS, and you already have some
benefits with Asset Management. But I just think, in terms of the whole potential, where do you think you
currently stand and how much is like a – is this like incentivize the divisions to work together and how much
more is there to go for? Thank you very much.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. Thank you, Anke. Well, on the – so, on the cost plan, I mean, there is a bit of impact here, but the
real impact of the cost plan will actually come through our ’22 and ’23 numbers. And, you know, we can
give you much more detail on that also in February as to how we plan that and where we see then also the
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room to translate that into investments, on other side, to the extent these investments make returns that we
expect them to make.
On the restructuring provisions for example, we had expected that a little bit higher. But what we see is
there's quite some attrition because of the markets as well. So, from that perspective, the market is helping
us as well and because – as a result of voluntarily leaves are happening, etc., etc.. So, no major – I'm looking
Kirt at this moment at least for the third quarter was…
Kirt Gardner
$66 million in the third quarter after $90 million in the second quarter, which as Ralph said is lower than we
expected. Any further update on restructuring related to the $1 billion we'll update you on in February.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. Exactly. And your second question was on the…
Kirt Gardner
The second question was on collaboration revenue….
Ralph Hamers
Exactly. Yeah.
Kirt Gardner
…across the business divisions.
Ralph Hamers
So, it's a very good point there. Clearly, as you know, we're trying to ensure that UBS is more than a
collection of divisions. We truly believe that we work for one and the same client and we have to look at
ourselves, plus our partners as ones that work in an ecosystem of capabilities that we want to deploy with our
customers in order to support them in developing their wealth. And for that, you need further collaboration,
which is happening in many different areas. If it has to do with wealth and investment banking working
together on the specialized lending, on the direct access to the markets, or the wealth with asset
management in the US, for example, under the Concord program and the SMA product offering. So, where
we feel the opportunities are there, we will certainly do so. You should realize that the top of the house,
which is the executive board members, we all have the same financial KPIs. Nobody has a divisional KPI
specifically, which makes sure that the top of the house is fully collaborative, making sure that our clients get
serviced the best product and the best service in – from the products that we have or sourced from others.
So quite some changes already made this year in order to make that work.
Anke Reingen, RBC
Okay. Thank you very much.
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Daniel Regli, Octavian
Good morning. Thanks for the presentation and for taking my question. I have four questions.
One on NII particularly Global Wealth Management. As I understand, the margin expansion you have seen is
mainly due to deposit management, or optimization. Can you give us kind of an idea of what the current
interest yield curve shape has for an impact on NII in this quarter or maybe in the shorter-term, longer-term
outlook?
Then, secondly, on IB revenues. Obviously, we are waiting for the kind of normalization in IB revenues for a
while now. And then repeatedly, we're talking about the normalization in revenue for Q3 and now you,
again, posted a very strong quarter. Can you give us kind of an outlook here? And what do you expect
going forward in terms of IB revenues, also with regards to pipeline, maybe deals pipeline for Q4?
And then thirdly, again, maybe…
Martin Osinga
Daniel, Daniel, it's Martin here. So just the rule is two questions per analyst, so we'll take these two questions
and take it from there, please, right, because we have a few more people on the queue. Thank you.
Daniel Regli, Octavian
Thank you. Okay. Sorry.
Ralph Hamers
Hey. I thought I would be – I will start with your second question, Daniel, here, which is on the outlook. And
so, we – and so, if also going by my introduction, you see that, you know, the companies are really kind of
looking at the opportunities to build a scale in this market to benefit from new business models, to look for
further opportunities, to grow as well, looking for capabilities to add to their core businesses and, therefore,
the current momentum that we see in the market in terms of M&A, the Advisory side, to the extent that the
markets hold up on the equity capital markets, we actually think that it's – it looks good for the next quarter.
I'm not going to go into where this is going to be in the next year or two, etc., you know, who knows? But
currently that looks good. The markets continue to be constructive overall in what we see as well, also this
month, you know? So, from that perspective, we think that the markets are constructive, both on the
advisory side and as in general as well.
Kirt Gardner
But, Daniel, in terms of your first question, if you look at our NII on a year-on-year basis, the majority of the
growth was actually generated by lending as you would expect, in GWM with the $21 billion of net new
loans that we've generated this year. And also, overall, the margin has improved slightly, but we – generally,
we've maintained our margins on those loans.
Now, quarter-on-quarter, we actually did see a good increase in overall deposit NII, and that was
predominantly generated by increase in flows. And so, we've actually seen a – quite a good build-up in
volumes over the last three quarters.
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In addition to that, we had some other non-NII or non-margin specific contributors to our overall NII for the
quarter and that included some revenue from some sale of some available for sale securities in the US that
helped us. Plus you heard reference to the repricing that we've done for clients above 250,000 [edit: francs],
that also helped us a bit in the quarter.
Going forward, if you look at our NII, the main factor that will drive revenue will be flows as we look into next
year. I referenced that quarter-on-quarter we expect to be stable. If you look at the shape of the curve
currently, there is some expected increase in the back end of the curve, but that really won't help us until
2023. And it really takes a change in short-term interest rates to help us on the deposit margin side of things.
Beyond that, I think you heard an earlier question about the 100 basis point increase, which leads to
$1.6 billion. But that's very theoretical.
Daniel Regli, Octavian
Ok. Thanks a lot and apologies for asking or wanting to ask more questions.
Ralph Hamers
No worries.

Amit Goel, Barclays
Hi. Thank you. So, two questions. The first is, I mean, to be honest, I'm still a little bit struggling to get my
head around why the Group isn't returning more capital already via buyback or other means. And obviously,
when I look at the ratio relative to the target, I see the commitment to get back to the 13%. I mean,
obviously, there's the French case out there. But even that, when I look at the theoretical surplus, it seems to
not be such a big factor. Last year, there was the additional dividend, sorry, buyback accrual. So, really just
trying to understand what exactly we’re waiting for n terms of seeing more money coming back to investors?
And then secondly, just a question and maybe coming back on APAC, but I just wanted to understand a bit
more in terms of exposure to heavily structured product, whether you see that as an area of risk and/or risk
management, or whether that's an area that you're looking to continue to grow as we go through the
coming periods. Thank you.
Kirt Gardner
Yeah. I don't know how many different ways I can answer the question, Amit, about returning capital. But I
think I've already been very, very clear. Our intention is to return capital above 13%. And you'll hear more
about our plans to return capital going forward. You can do the math and you know that there is ample
opportunity for us to continue to engage very actively in buybacks.
Now also, I would mention that if you look at the one constraint we do have, it's – we generally will
repurchase up to about 25% of our shares [edit: intraday volume on the SIX] on any given day in the market
just so that we're not overly influencing price moves. So, you can also factor that in and then look at the
number of business days that are available in a quarter. And that will give you a little bit of a view in terms of
the limitations around buybacks.
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In terms of your second question. It's a little – I'm confused by the way you ask it, you say that “are you
going to engage more”, implying that we are already engaged and exposed to heavily structured products in
Asia. I mean, I think if you look at our Asian business, naturally, we are exposed to structured products.
That, in particular, is a big part of our Equity Derivatives platform, both on the side of our Investment Bank,
where we're very focused on structured derivatives, and that's not just in Asia Pacific, it's across all markets.
We've actually rebalanced our equity derivatives business. So we got a much better mix of flow and
structured product exposure overall, which has been very constructive for us. And then we're also exposed
on the distribution side for our Wealth Management clients as they tend to like to invest, particularly when
they see volatility in the marketplace. They like to invest in structured products and we generally -- and we
did, and we referenced one of the reasons you saw year-on-year growth in our transaction revenue in Wealth
Management is because we did see higher structured product revenue. But again, not just Asia Pacific, but
really across all regions..
Amit Goel, Barclays
Yeah. Thank you.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah, which is different from structured lending…
Kirt Gardner
That's right.
Ralph Hamers
…right? So – this is different from structured lending, so it's just, you know?
Amit Goel, Barclays
Sure. Yes. So I was kind of asking in relation to perhaps a bit more of the structured lending and essentially
some of the comments about asking clients to deleverage to some degree, whether or not – how you're
thinking about the growth of that business and, or risks within it.
Ralph Hamers
Yea, but the deleveraging was not particularly geared towards the structured lending activities. The
deleveraging is just about making sure that the Lombard loans as well and the LTVs in the Lombard loans –
that they get honoured. And depending on the concentration under these loans and the movement of some
of the underlying stock, the question is, okay, how do you kind of recalibrate your portfolio to be more
diversified, more internationally diversified, etc. etc. And that's a discussion that went on and that's how we
also support our clients through a change in sentiment and by recalibrating their portfolio.
So on the structured lending itself, I know that Asia is a market generally more open to structured lending.
Our exposure is limited to that -- to a certain extent there. We are pretty conservative on the risk side, if it
comes to very specific structured lending also in Asia. We do think it's a good business, but we do it with
some conservatism, as you know.
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Kirt Gardner
Yeah. And I think you heard me mention that our structured loan to total loan portfolio is about 5%. And
we do intend to do more structured lending. But as Ralph said, on a very selective basis.
Amit Goel, Barclays
Thank you.

Tom Hallett, KBW
Hey, guys. Thanks for taking my questions. So if I remember correctly, you said something like $70 trillion of
wealth will be transferred to the next generation in the coming years. So, I guess, what I would like to know
is what's the track record of UBS, say, in the past five years for assets that have been transferred down from,
say, one generation to the next. So, you know, is it sort of 80%, 90%? Any sort of indication around that
would be good. And for those that don't convert down the generations, why is that? What's typically
driving that?
And then secondly, could you provide more colour around the associate loss in Asset Management, please?
You know, is that you think we should expect again or is that just a one-time thing? Thank you.
Ralph Hamers
Yeah. The second one is a one-time thing.
And the first one, I don't have those numbers, Tom. But, in general, how it works is that, clearly, you know,
if you – the transfer of wealth from one generation to the other may come with a choice for either a different
adviser or different channel altogether. As you can imagine, there's a new generation and that is what the –
why this is so important that we have different channels in the market, different offerings in the market as
well. So, the numbers I really don't have here at hand. I owe those to you to the extent we even have them.
But certainly, you know, it's looking at, okay, if you have generational transfers, do you need to have
different coverage, different financial advisers, or different channel altogether in order to manage that? And
in general, what we do is we're very early on in these discussions, as you can imagine, the transfer of wealth
from one generation to the other, specifically, if it also has to do with the underlying business itself. So, the
transfer of the business that has been run by one generation to the other comes with quite some emotions
sometimes, with a lot of advice and with a trusted relationship. And honestly, that's exactly what we do.
This is exactly what we do. We have these discussions pretty early on. We take our clients through some of
this. Make sure they feel comfortable before they even take the decision. And then once they take the
decision, we also make sure that every step of the way they understand what's happening. And so, it's – this
is what we do. This is our business.
Kirt Gardner
Maybe just to add to that, part of that as Ralph mentioned, is a real focus on the next generation. In fact, we
have a number of very active education and content programs that we offer to the children of our wealthy
clients. And we do that very proactively, including running overall events. We bring the children together –
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of wealthy clients so that they can interact as well. And we find that we start to build and create, actually, a
– that confidence and that linkage at that earlier age, and it's obviously very helpful to that transition point
that occurs later on.
Tom Hallett, KBW
Cheers. Thank you.
Ralph Hamers
Hey. In absence of further questions, I'd like to thank you for calling in and staying with us this morning. We
are very proud to deliver such a good set of numbers, record numbers from many different dimensions, and
that's thanks to our clients and – that put their trust in us, and thanks to our colleagues here at UBS that
support our clients all the way through some of these uncertain times.
We're very proud here but by no means are we complacent. And we have developed some plans that are
very interesting and that, we feel, will fuel growth also for the future, not only now, and we're really looking
forward to seeing you in the next quarter when we could give you a full update on those plans and the
resulting targets from that as well. Thanks very much.
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Cautionary statement regarding forward-looking statements: This document contains statements that constitute “forwardlooking statements,” including but not limited to management’s outlook for UBS’s financial performance, statements relating to
the anticipated effect of transactions and strategic initiatives on UBS’s business and future development and goals or intentions
to achieve climate, sustainability and other social objectives. While these forward-looking statements represent UBS’s judgments,
expectations and objectives concerning the matters described, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could
cause actual developments and results to differ materially from UBS’s expectations. The outbreak of COVID-19 and the measures
taken in response to the pandemic have had and may continue to have a significant adverse effect on global economic activity,
including disruptions to global supply chains, and an adverse effect on the credit profile of some of our clients and other market
participants, which has resulted in and may continue to increase credit loss expense and credit impairments. In addition, we face
heightened operational risks due to remote working arrangements, including risks to supervisory and surveillance controls, as well
as increased fraud and data security risks. The unprecedented scale of the measures taken to respond to the pandemic as well as
the uncertainty surrounding vaccine supply, distribution, and efficacy against mutated virus strains create significantly greater
uncertainty about forward-looking statements. Factors that may affect our performance and ability to achieve our plans, outlook
and other objectives also include, but are not limited to: (i) the degree to which UBS is successful in the ongoing execution of its
strategic plans, including its cost reduction and efficiency initiatives and its ability to manage its levels of risk-weighted assets
(RWA) and leverage ratio denominator (LRD), liquidity coverage ratio and other financial resources, including changes in RWA
assets and liabilities arising from higher market volatility; (ii) the degree to which UBS is successful in implementing changes to its
businesses to meet changing market, regulatory and other conditions; (iii) the continuing low or negative interest rate environment
in Switzerland and other jurisdictions; (iv) developments (including as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic) in the macroeconomic
climate and in the markets in which UBS operates or to which it is exposed, including movements in securities prices or liquidity,
credit spreads, and currency exchange rates, and the effects of economic conditions, market developments, and increasing
geopolitical tensions, and changes to national trade policies on the financial position or creditworthiness of UBS’s clients and
counterparties as well as on client sentiment and levels of activity; (v) changes in the availability of capital and funding, including
any changes in UBS’s credit spreads and ratings, as well as availability and cost of funding to meet requirements for debt eligible
for total loss-absorbing capacity (TLAC); (vi) changes in central bank policies or the implementation of financial legislation and
regulation in Switzerland, the US, the UK, the European Union and other financial centers that have imposed, or resulted in, or
may do so in the future, more stringent or entity-specific capital, TLAC, leverage ratio, net stable funding ratio, liquidity and
funding requirements, heightened operational resilience requirements, incremental tax requirements, additional levies, limitations
on permitted activities, constraints on remuneration, constraints on transfers of capital and liquidity and sharing of operational
costs across the Group or other measures, and the effect these will or would have on UBS’s business activities; (vii) UBS’s ability
to successfully implement resolvability and related regulatory requirements and the potential need to make further changes to the
legal structure or booking model of UBS Group in response to legal and regulatory requirements or other external developments;
(viii) UBS’s ability to maintain and improve its systems and controls for the detection and prevention of money laundering and
compliance with sanctions to meet evolving regulatory requirements and expectations, in particular in the US; (ix) the uncertainty
arising from domestic stresses in certain major economies; (x) changes in UBS’s competitive position, including whether differences
in regulatory capital and other requirements among the major financial centers will adversely affect UBS’s ability to compete in
certain lines of business; (xi) changes in the standards of conduct applicable to our businesses that may result from new regulations
or new enforcement of existing standards, including measures to impose new and enhanced duties when interacting with
customers and in the execution and handling of customer transactions; (xii) the liability to which UBS may be exposed, or possible
constraints or sanctions that regulatory authorities might impose on UBS, due to litigation, contractual claims and regulatory
investigations, including the potential for disqualification from certain businesses, potentially large fines or monetary penalties, or
the loss of licenses or privileges as a result of regulatory or other governmental sanctions, as well as the effect that litigation,
regulatory and similar matters have on the operational risk component of our RWA as well as the amount of capital available for
return to shareholders; (xiii) the effects on UBS’s cross-border banking business of tax or regulatory developments and of possible
changes in UBS’s policies and practices relating to this business; (xiv) UBS’s ability to retain and attract the employees necessary
to generate revenues and to manage, support and control its businesses, which may be affected by competitive factors; (xv)
changes in accounting or tax standards or policies, and determinations or interpretations affecting the recognition of gain or loss,
the valuation of goodwill, the recognition of deferred tax assets and other matters; (xvi) UBS’s ability to implement new
technologies and business methods, including digital services and technologies, and ability to successfully compete with both
existing and new financial service providers, some of which may not be regulated to the same extent; (xvii) limitations on the
effectiveness of UBS’s internal processes for risk management, risk control, measurement and modeling, and of financial models
generally; (xviii) the occurrence of operational failures, such as fraud, misconduct, unauthorized trading, financial crime,
cyberattacks, and data leakage and systems failures, the risk of which is increased while COVID-19 control measures require large
portions of the staff of both UBS and its service providers to work remotely; (xix) restrictions on the ability of UBS Group AG to
make payments or distributions, including due to restrictions on the ability of its subsidiaries to make loans or distributions, directly
or indirectly, or, in the case of financial difficulties, due to the exercise by FINMA or the regulators of UBS’s operations in other
countries of their broad statutory powers in relation to protective measures, restructuring and liquidation proceedings; (xx) the
degree to which changes in regulation, capital or legal structure, financial results or other factors may affect UBS’s ability to
maintain its stated capital return objective; (xxi) uncertainty over the scope of actions that may be required by UBS, governments
and others to achieve goals relating to climate, environmental and social matters as well as the evolving nature of underlying
science and industry and governmental standards; and (xxii) the effect that these or other factors or unanticipated events may
have on our reputation and the additional consequences that this may have on our business and performance. The sequence in
which the factors above are presented is not indicative of their likelihood of occurrence or the potential magnitude of their
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consequences. Our business and financial performance could be affected by other factors identified in our past and future filings
and reports, including those filed with the SEC. More detailed information about those factors is set forth in documents furnished
by UBS and filings made by UBS with the SEC, including UBS’s Annual Report on Form 20-F for the year ended 31 December 2020
and UBS’s First Quarter 2021 Report on Form 6K. UBS is not under any obligation to (and expressly disclaims any obligation to)
update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.
Disclaimer: This document and the information contained herein are provided solely for information purposes, and are not to be
construed as a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in Switzerland, the United States
or any other jurisdiction. No investment decision relating to securities of or relating to UBS Group AG, UBS AG or their affiliates
should be made on the basis of this document. No representation or warranty is made or implied concerning, and UBS assumes
no responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or comparability of the information contained herein relating to third
parties, which is based solely on publicly available information. UBS undertakes no obligation to update the information contained
herein.
Alternative Performance Measures: In addition to reporting results in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), UBS reports certain measures that may qualify as Alternative Performance Measures as defined in the SIX
Exchange Directive on Alternative Performance Measures, under the guidelines published the European Securities Market
Authority (ESMA), or defined as Non-GAAP financial measures in regulations promulgated by the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). Please refer to “Alternative Performance Measures” in the appendix of UBS’s Quarterly Report for the third
quarter of 2021 for a list of all measures UBS uses that may qualify as APMs.
© UBS 2021. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.
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